
Blink

Infected Mushroom

Dont smoke dont drink 
all i did was think 

fucking life life hard times 
trying to become such a drama be loved 

trying to amuse myself
beats and waves will take me to my grave

and when ill go there 
i know that i will be alone 
cus' i been spoted blooted 
many many times before 

ease and pleased the least for my shive
i will be flying above the hate and the love 

and if you see me honey 
you had better blink your eyes 

strange how night blow in to one 
run with me and have some fun 
drup some wine to blow up mind

misses the way to inspire the time 
travels comes eleven fields 

i show you mine if you show me yours
walking out of this circle 

step by step im learning alon 
that i can conquere my demons

just need to remember my home 
thers is no need to be frightened
we here are allready are dead 

get us on ending vibration
danger lots only in my head

come break through with me 
such wonders terrified the soul

its real no need to question

knowledge infeltrate the whole
lightning striks in the darkes places 

more im learning powers
threaten we have to make choices

lizards try to tell us wich one 
strange how night blow in to one 
run with me and have some fun 
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drup some wine to blow up mind 
misses the way to inspire the time 

travels comes eleven fields 
i show you mine if you show me yours

strange how night blow in to one 
run with me and have some fun 
drup some wine to blow up mind

misses the way to inspire the time 
travels comes eleven fields 

i show you mine if you show me yours
dont smoke dont drink 

all i did was think 
fucking life life hard times 

trying to become such a drama be loved 
trying to amuse myself

its outrage we are tachmachine
i go there and when i go there 

i know that i will be alon 
cus' i been spoted blooted 

meanly menay times before 
ease and pleased the least for my shive

i will be flying above the hate and the love 
and if you see me honey 

you had better blink your eyes
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